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The Discovery of OH (1720 MHz) SNR Masers Yusef-Zadeh et al. (1996 , 1999 ; Koralesky et al. (1998) Green et al. (1997) Properties of SNR OH (1720 MHz) Masers Properties of SNR OH (1720 MHz) Masers Follow-up revealed shocked molecular gas in previously unknown cases Open Questions
• What are the detailed properties of the polarization and can we distinguish between theoretical models?
• How is the maser flux distributed on small size scales and what are the brightness temperatures?
• Does the B-field really increase with higher resolution which might be indicative of more tangled B-fields on larger size scales?
• Are these masers saturated?
8 Zeeman Effect in SNR OH Masers SNR OH (1720) maser line splitting is not fully resolved so that:
The keys to understanding the B/maser relationship:
• linear polarization 
